DNA typing in hereditary disease.
An increasing number of hereditary diseases are becoming amenable to diagnosis by analysis of DNA as the responsible genes are located and identified. Gel electrophoresis of DNA fragments plays a central role in the diagnosis of hereditary disease. Electrophoretic separation of differently sized fragments enables the characterization or typing of normal variants which are known to be genetically linked to disease genes. For some diseases it is possible to directly detect mutations by DNA electrophoresis. Deletion mutants may be detected by a restriction fragment of altered size or by a failure to amplify a coding region with the polymerase chain reaction. Carriers of small deletions, involving a few base pairs, may be identified by DNA amplification which produces heteroduplexes that show characteristic, anomalous electrophoretic migration. Mutations that alter restriction sites also alter the sizes of restriction fragments. Common disease mutations that alter a single base pair may be detected using a pair of reactions with normal and mutant oligonucleotides under conditions where a perfect match is necessary for hybridization, amplification or ligation. Alternatively a mismatched oligonucleotide primer may be designed to generate a restriction site with either the normal or mutant allele, following DNA amplification. Finally a number of techniques are available that are useful as screening tools for novel mutations.